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QUESTION 1
The multifunction NICs available in the BladeSystem c-Class server blades will benefit
which type of company?
A. companies using different connectivity products for storage, networking, and
interconnects
B. companies with disaster-tolerant distributed data center sites
C. companies that need high availability and redundant data paths
D. companies that already have ProLiant ML or DL servers installed in their data center
Answer: A
QUESTION 2
Which functions does the iLO management processor provide under auxiliary power?
(Select three.)
A. ability to upgrade iLO firmware
B. monitoring of hot-plug fans, power supplies, and environmental sensors
C. alerting
D. virtual media access
E. web browser access
F. event logs access
Answer: C,E,F
QUESTION 3
You are installing an HP Gbe2c Ethernet Blade Switch in a BladeSystem c-Class
enclosure. Which steps should you take before beginning the installation? (Select two.)
A. Make sure that the server NIC configuration matches the interconnect bay selected.
B. Power down the enclosure.
C. Record the media access control (MAC) address of the switch.
D. Connect the switch to the LAN for configuration.
E. Manually enable the switch interconnect ports 17 and 18.
Answer: A,C
QUESTION 4
Which statements about the HP 4Gb Fibre Channel Pass-Thru module are true? (Select
two.)
A. Ports 17 through 20 are reserved for 4Gb fabrics.
B. It provides an Integrated Lights Out (iLO) link for management.
C. It provides built-in redundancy.
D. All ports auto-negotiate independent fabric speeds.
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